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Abstract—Dry electrodes are a promising solution for pro-
longed EEG signal acquisition, whereas wet electrodes may
lose their signal quality in the same situation and require skin
preparation for set-up. Here, we review the impedance and
noise of passive and active dry EEG electrodes. In addition,
we compare noise and input impedance of the EEG ampli-
fiers. As there are multiple definitions of impedance in each
EEG system, they are all first defined. Electrodes must be
compatible with amplifiers to accurately record EEG signals.
This implies that their impedance plays a significant role in
amplifier compatibility and affects total input-referred noise.
Therefore, we review the impedance and noise of state-of-
the-art amplifiers and electrodes. Furthermore, we compare
the various structures and materials used and their final
impedance to that of wet electrodes. Finally, we compare
state-of-the-art electrodes and amplifiers to the standards of
the IFCN and IEC80601-2-26. We investigate bottlenecks and
propose a guideline for future work on passive and active dry electrodes, as well as EEG amplifiers.

Index Terms— Electroencephalogram, dry electrode, active electrode, impedance, noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

C
URRENTLY, there are numerous techniques for mon-

itoring brain activity, such as computer tomography

(CT) [1], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [2], functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [3], positron emission

tomography (PET) [4], magnetoencephalography (MEG) [5],

and electroencephalogram (EEG) [6]. EEG signal acquisition

is the least expensive and a suitable non-invasive technique for

recording brain activity for applications such as brain computer

interfaces (BCIs), due to its suitable temporal resolution.

Furthermore, EEG techniques are comparably safe since the

patient/user is not exposed to any strong external electrical or

magnetic fields.
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Electroencephalography, or EEG, refers to the recording of

electrical currents inside the brain through the scalp using

metal or other conductive materials [7]. The electrical current

is mostly due to the pumping of Na+, K+, Ca++, and

Cl- ions through neurons. Due to rapid advancements in EEG

technologies, the use of EEG systems is no longer limited to

clinical applications, but is also now used for entertainment.

It has been productively used in epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease,

narcolepsy, depression, motor impairment, sports, entertain-

ment, and computer-related functions [8]–[16].

In EEG, electrical activity of the brain is recorded through

small flat metal discs, called electrodes, which are placed

on the scalp. EEG-recording techniques, however, are not

limited to electrodes on the scalp. For example, several studies

have performed EEG on the ear [17], [18]. Furthermore,

electrodes are not always metal and flat [19], [20], and a

wide-variety of structures and techniques are used to capture

EEG signals. Among the many existing ways to categorize

electrodes, we divide them into two main sub-categories: wet

electrodes and dry electrodes.

The most conventional clinical electrodes are wet electrodes.

They utilize a saline or gel environment to increase the

contact area, decrease impedance, and record high-quality

signals. Although they exhibit minimum impedance and the

best signal-to-noise ratio, they also have certain disadvantages.

In general, the set-up time is relatively long for wet electrode

EEG systems, a mess remains after use, and irritation results
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Fig. 1. Different types of dry electrodes: A) insulated electrode [22],
B) non-contact electrode [23], and C) dry contact electrode [24].

Fig. 2. Concept of contact and non-contact dry electrodes.

in some cases. One of the biggest problems, however, occurs

when a signal needs to be recorded over a prolonged period of

time. In this situation, signal quality decreases due to drying,

which leads to the loss of signal. Body heat and air flow around

a patient are two of the main sources that promote drying of

the gel.

The second category consists of dry electrodes, which are

more suitable for prolonged signal acquisition. A primary

advantage of dry electrodes is that they do not require any

special preparation. They are comprised of the following three

sub-categories: contact electrodes, non-contact electrodes, and

insulated electrodes. Although the terms non-contact and insu-

lated electrodes might seem conceptually the same, they are

practically different. The main difference between non-contact

and insulated electrodes is that the bottom plate of insulated

electrodes is an insulation material whereas the bottom plate of

non-contact electrodes is made of metal and it couples through

hair or clothing. The examples of contact, non-contact, and

insulated electrodes are presented in Fig. 1. The concept of

dry contact and non-contact electrodes are shown in figure 2.

In dry contact electrodes, the current goes from body to

electrode via contact area whereas non-contact electrodes work

based on the electric field between body and electrode which

are shown in figure 2. This electrical field can be modeled as

a capacitor which constitute the basic concept of non-contact

electrodes. The most important trade-off between all dry

electrodes concerns user comfort and signal quality. Specif-

ically, dry contact electrodes have a higher signal quality, but

dry non-contact and insulated electrodes provide greater user

comfort and easier set-up for applications that use one or two

channels, such as those required in BCI. Moreover, although

dry contact electrodes have a high offset, they also exhibit

lower impedance than insulated and non-contact electrodes,

and thus record EEG signals more accurately [21]. Fortunately,

due to marked progress in circuit design, such a high offset is

tolerable for their amplifiers. Consequently, we focus on dry

contact electrodes due to their better signal quality and lower

impedance.

A sweat bridge is created after prolonged use of either wet

or dry electrodes [25]–[27]. This phenomenon is less common

for non-contact dry electrodes. This artifact can be controlled

for active dry electrodes by constant impedance monitoring at

the point of contact and correcting the position of the electrode

to minimize this effect.

Signal quality is derived from several parameters, of which

noise and impedance are the two most important. Although the

quality of the final signal is associated with the compatibility

between the amplifier and electrodes, most of the exisiting

literature has focused on electrodes instead of the entire sys-

tem [28]–[30]. However, entire systems should be compared

to find bottlenecks.

Here, we first attempt to define the different types of

impedance in EEG systems, as there are several definitions,

which may cause confusion. Then, we investigate different

ways to reduce the impedance of dry electrodes by comparing

various structures and materials. Subsequently, we introduce

various noise sources and techniques to reduce them and

investigate the noise and impedance of state-of-the-art ampli-

fiers. Finally, we analyze the relationship between noise and

impedance of the amplifier to identify bottlenecks in an EEG

system.

II. ELECTRODE IMPEDANCE AND ITS IMPORTANCE FOR

AN ACTIVE ELECTRODE

First, we need to examine two different categories of elec-

trodes: passive electrodes and active electrodes. Although we

have already categorized electrodes as either dry or wet, this

further differentiation is necessary for a better understanding

of the electrical behaviour of electrodes. An active electrode

is a passive electrode with an inherent buffer or amplifier.

We will discuss the necessity of using an amplifier or buffer

inside an electrode after examining the properties of passive

electrodes.

Electrodes exhibit different types of impedance. As depicted

in Fig. 3, a simplified EEG amplifier and electrode can be

modeled electrically with four types of impedance, in which

three are related to the skin and electrodes and one is the input

impedance of the amplifier, and an amplifier at the end. The

offset of the electrode is eliminated from the electrical model

to simplify it. The output of the amplifier in Fig 3 is not the

output of an EEG amplifier. Practically, an EEG acquisition

system can be as it’s shown in Fig. 4 which is based on the

structure in [31]. What is shown in Fig. 3 is up to the output

of the amplifier A1 in Fig. 4.

Zs is the skin impedance, which consists of several layers.

The epidermis and dermis constitute the two top layers. The

epidermis is the upper-most layer of the skin and exhibits

the biggest impedance. The range of impedance of this skin

layer varies from person to person, and is from approximately
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Fig. 3. Different types of impedance in a single dry electrode connected to an amplifier.

Fig. 4. EEG signal acquisition system.

Fig. 5. The various layers of the scalp and their thickness.

10 k� to 1 M� per square centimeter at 1 Hz [32], [33].

The epidermis is comprised of two main layers: the stratum

corneum and the stratum basale. The skin impedance can be

equal to that of the upper-most layer, the stratum corneum,

which is only 10 − 20 µm thick [34]. Additionally, the thick-

ness of the epidermis layer is approximately 70 µm and the

total thickness of the scalp depends on the age of the person,

but is approximately 3.4 mm for adults (Fig. 5) [35]. It is

worth noting that the impedance of the dermis can be modeled

by a single resistor. As the impedance of the other layers is

frequency dependent, they should be modeled with at least one

parallel capacitor and resistor. This means that the value of

dermis impedance is constant at different frequencies, unlike

that of the epidermis. The value for dermis impedance is

approximately 100 �, which is considerably lower than that

of the epidermis layer [36].

The second and most challenging type of impedance, after

skin impedance, is the impedance between the skin and

electrode, which is shown by Zse. This type of impedance

is the bottleneck in the design of dry electrodes. Its value

varies according to the architecture, material, number of pins,

and numerous other parameters. Wet electrodes have a lower

impedance because of the gel or saline solution, which leads

to an increase in the area of contact between the skin and

electrode. The increased contact area leads to a reduced

Zse and the gel or saline environment leads to increased

conductivity of the skin. In addition, the motions of the user

cause this type of impedance to vary dramatically.

The third type of impedance is Ze, which is related to the

material, the amount of impurities, added substances, the shape

and size of the electrode, and many other parameters. Fortu-

nately this value is much smaller than other values in state-

of-the-art dry and wet electrodes.

The final type of impedance concerns the input impedance

of the amplifier, which is shown by Z in,amp . Unlike other

types of impedance, this value should be maximized to achieve

minimum attenuation. The minimum acceptable value of this

impedance is related to the aggregate value of the other types

of impedance and acceptable attenuation. This value can thus

be calculated according to equation (1), where Z1 is calculated

by equation (2), A is the gain of the amplifier, and is 1 for an

ideal buffer. The measured value of electrode impedance on

human skin is Z1 for passive electrodes, whereas this value

depends on the output impedance of the amplifier or buffer

for active electrodes. Therefore, it can have a lower value.

Vout = Av [
Z in,amp

Z in,amp + Z1
]Vbrain (1)

Z1 = Zs + Zse + Ze (2)

In the absence of other important factors, it would be

possible to simply increase the Z in,amp and/or minimize the Z1

to achieve minimum attenuation. Noise, however, constitutes

another limitation in the design of electrodes. We will discuss

the impact of noise after defining the noise equations. The

typical value of Z in,amp is related to the technique used to

reduce the noise of the amplifier, internal design, the tech-

nology used, and numerous other parameters. Chopping and

auto-zeroing are the most conventional techniques [37], [38]

currently used in most integrated biomedical amplifiers, espe-

cially integrated EEG amplifiers. The reported acceptable

values of Z in,amp vary. According to the International Fed-

eration of Clinical Neurophysiology, the input impedance of

an amplifier at 50/60 Hz should be greater than 100 M� [39]

for wet electrodes. Dry electrodes usually have higher Z1 than
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wet electrodes, and consequently they should have a higher

Z in,amp for clinical applications.

Due to rapid advances in the field, the impedance of

non-invasive dry contact electrodes is approximately limited

to that of the upper-most layer of the skin, which is approxi-

mately 1 M�. This impedance is lower for invasive dry contact

electrodes, as they penetrate the stratum corneum to make a

low-impedance contact. In many cases, invasive dry contact

electrodes have a similar, or even lower, impedance than do

wet electrodes. Nevertheless, due to advances in dry contact

electrodes, they are compatible with chopper amplifiers, with

boosted input impedance, and insulated electrodes still exhibit

high impedance in the EEG bandwidth. This is why circuit

designers should utilize other techniques to use non-contact

and insulated electrodes, as these electrodes have an approx-

imate impedance above 1 G� at 1 Hz, whereas the nominal

input impedance of EEG chopper amplifiers is only a few

hundred mega-ohms.

When Z1 is very high, high-impedance nodes behave like

an antenna and absorb environmental noise, especially at

50/60 Hz. Designers thus employ inherent buffers to reduce

the length of wiring nodes with high impedance. The buffer

is used to take a signal with high impedance and transmit it

at the same value, but with a lower impedance, at the cost

of power consumption. In other words, they consume power

solely to convert impedance [40]–[43]. In some cases, instead

of using a buffer, circuit designers utilize amplifiers. As a

result, they have not only an input signal with lower impedance

at the output of the amplifier, but it is also of much higher

amplitude. Consequently, they achieve a higher SNR, if the

dominant noise doesn’t come from the electrode itself. The

first low-power active electrode application-specific integrated

circuit (ASIC) system for EEG monitoring was designed

in 2011 [44]. Although some active electrodes were already

available, they used off-the-shelf components. Furthermore,

a low output impedance amplifier helps to suppress cable

artifacts and eliminate the need of using a shield for wires [45].

Overall, the performance of active electrodes is highly

superior to that of passive dry electrodes, but at the expense

of increased power consumption. ADS1299 is one of the

conventional amplifiers used to implement an EEG ampli-

fier and can also be used to measure the impedance of an

electrode [46], [47].

III. NOISE OF VARIOUS MATERIALS AND DEVICES

Many different noise sources have been reported in the

literature for wet and dry electrodes. Unfortunately, dry elec-

trodes are more susceptible to noise due to their weak contact,

which leads to higher impedance. Such high impedance is the

consequence of the increment of Zse, while Zs and Ze remain

constant. Among the numerous sources, the most important are

motion artifacts, thermal artifacts, flicker, line noise, and the

half-cell effect at the skin-to- electrode interface [29], [48].

Generally, the accepted noise for electrodes is less than

2 µVrms in the 1-100 Hz range when it is immersed in saline

solution [49].

Thermal and flicker noise are two well-known noise sources

in electrodes and/or amplifiers. Flicker noise, which is referred

to as 1/ f noise or pink noise, is dominant at lower frequen-

cies. Although flicker noise is observed in most materials,

the precise source is still unknown. Fortunately, the chopping

technique helps to eliminate this noise in amplifiers with the

help of modulation. The flicker-noise voltage power in a single

MOSFETs (metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors)

is modeled as in equation (3) [50]:

V 2
n, f =

K

Cox W L f
(3)

where W and L are the width and length of the channel

of the MOSFET, respectively; Cox the capacitor between

gate and substrate; K the process-dependent constant; and f

the frequency. Although this is the flicker noise of a single

MOSFET, an increase in noise density can be observed at

lower frequencies for a single small metal electrode or one

of another material, proving the existence of flicker noise in

other materials [29]. Finally, it is worth noting that bipolar

and junction gate field-effect transistor (JFET) transistors have

a lower flicker noise [51], [52]. As MOSFETs are much

better for integration and the cost of production is less,

circuit designers still use MOSFET, instead of bipolar or JFET

transistors.

The thermal or white noise voltage power in a MOSFET

gate can be calculated according to equation (4). In this

equation, c is approximately 2/3 for a strong inversion bias,

k is the Boltzmann constant, gm the transconductance of

the MOSFET, and T refers to room temperature in Kelvin.

In addition, the thermal noise of a single resistor can be

calculated according to equation (5), where R is the value of

the resistor. Suppose that the impedance of a dry electrode

is limited to the epidermis layer, which is approximately

1 M�. In this case, just the thermal noise of this tissue is

125 nV. If the desired EEG bandwidth is up to 200 Hz,

the total input-referred noise will be approximately 1.7 µVrms

if this impedance is constant throughout this bandwidth. This

would be just the thermal noise in this bandwidth, without

any other noises of the electrode, if the electrode impedance

on the skin is dominated by the resistance of the epidermis.

However, if the contact between the electrode and skin is

good, the capacitive behavior of the stratum corneum becomes

dominant and the impedance value decreases as the frequency

increases.

v2
nM,th =

4kT c

gm

(4)

v2
nR,th = 4kT R (5)

A simplified electrical model for an active electrode with

noise sources is depicted in Fig. 6. In this figure, Zc is

the active shield-to-electrode capacitance, and thus it can

be modeled as a capacitor. Furthermore, vn and in are

the input-referred noise of the amplifier and the total cur-

rent modulated noise in the node vi , respectively. The total

input-referred noise has two different sources: the thermal

noise of the component and the noise of amplifier, as shown

in equation 6. The effect of the noise of the amplifier can

be calculated as in equation 7, whereas the input-referred

thermal noise is calculated according to equation 8 at the input
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Fig. 6. Noise model for an EEG electrode system.

node [29].

v2
s,rms = v2

s,rms,1 + v2
s,rms,2 (6)

v2
s,rms,1 =

(g1 + gi)
2 + ω2(C1 + Ci + Cc)

2

g2
1 + ω2C2

1

v2
i,rms (7)

v2
s,rms,2 =

i2
i,rms

g2
1 + ω2C2

1

=
4kT

g1 + ω2C2
1

g1

(8)

where g is the conductance part of the admittance. If Z1 of an

electrode is low, the noise of the amplifier is approximately

modeled at the input node without any increase. Otherwise,

if Z1 is high, e.g., an insulated electrode or a non-contact

electrode, this noise will be modeled at the input node with a

factor of 1 + (Ci + Cc)/C1.

It is important to note that the modeled thermal noise at an

input node can be decreased by increasing and decreasing g1,

according to equation 8. Although it is mentioned in [29]

that such thermal noise is dominated by skin-to-electrode

impedance, due to tremendous progress in the design of

dry electrodes, the dominant impedance is simply that of

the stratum corneum as long as good contact is maintained

between electrode and skin. However, if the contact becomes

weak, the skin to electrode impedance becomes dominant,

showing the importance of good contact between electrode

and skin.

Another important type of noise consists of interface noise,

e.g., 50/60 Hz noise. The electrical power line around elec-

trodes is capacitively coupled to them [53]. Good shielding

can reduce this contribution to noise. Active electrodes offer

the best solution to reduce most noise sources, e.g., crosstalk,

movement artifacts, noise pick-up, other forms of interfer-

ence, and especially 50/60 Hz noise, due to its impedance

conversion [54].

IV. IMPEDANCE MATCHING APPROACHES

According to equation (1), unlike electrodes, in which a

reduction in impedance is desirable, an ideal amplifier should

possess infinite input impedance. In the following subsec-

tions, we first review the existing approaches to decrease the

impedance of dry electrodes, followed by a comparison of

the impedance among them and finally a discussion of the

input impedance of the suitable EEG amplifier.

A. Low-Impedance Dry Electrodes

EEG systems are broadly used and well-known due to their

non-invasive approach to record brain signals. All clinical

wet electrodes are non-invasive. Invasive dry electrodes just

penetrate the stratum corneum, the upper-most layer of the

skin, where there are no nerves to sense pain and where there

is no bleeding. This is in stark contrast to the definition of con-

ventional invasive approaches, in which some require removal

of all the skin layers or even penetration of the skull. Moreover,

as the quality of invasive and non-invasive approaches are not

comparable, we categorize them into invasive and non-invasive

dry electrodes below.

Wet electrodes, or wet Ag/AgCl, possess the best signal-

to-noise ratio, whereas their main problem concerns gel dehy-

dration over a prolonged time period. Thus, their impedance

(Z1) over a short period of time can serve as a good refer-

ence. Their normalized impedance is 114.9 ± 36.1 k�.cm2

at 10 Hz [55]. At low frequencies, the impedance is

approximately 34-37 k�, whereas this value drops to just

3.3-5.1 k� [56] at higher frequencies. The normalized Ze for

wet electrodes is approximately 1 k�.cm2 and for a wet

electrode with 333 mm2 area [57], this impedance is less than

approximately 300 �. The impedance of wet electrodes on

skin is less than the epidermis impedance due to the different

mechanism of EEG signal acquisition from wet electrodes.

Specifically, they use conductive substances and hydrate the

skin, and thus their impedance is smaller than that of the

epidermis layer. Zse of a dry Ag/AgCl on skin is 360 k�

at 125 Hz [58]. As anticipated, dry Ag/AgCl has a relatively

higher impedance than wet Ag/AgCl.

The shape of the electrode affects the contact area, which

directly influences electrode impedance. Thus, each tech-

nique that increases the contact area will help to reduce

impedance. This constitutes the biggest challenge in the design

of low-impedance dry electrodes for hairy sites. In this case,

hair increases impedance, which leads to significant attenu-

ation of brain signals. Therefore, a low-impedance electrode

for a hairy site should, at least, penetrate the hair to reach

the skin. Furthermore, the amount of electrode pressure on

the scalp can alter the measured impedance. In addition, high

pressure may substantially decrease user comfort.

Several articles have reported normalized values of elec-

trode impedance, in which the impedance was adjusted as a

function of the area of the electrode. Although it would be

best to compare the normalized impedance of each electrode,

sufficient data in some articles are not available for such a

comparison. Thus, we will focus on the reported data and then

attempt to compare the reported values in Table I. The most

important impedance in this table is Z1 (as shown in Fig. 3),

since it is comprised of all the types of impedance.

The g.SAHARASYS gold alloy coated electrode is amongst

commercially available dry electrodes. This active electrode

has eight tips of two different types, i.e., short and long tips

of 7 and 16 mm in length, and is 19 mm in diameter. Their

Zse is 208 k� [58].

Drytrode is a well-known dry electrode from the Neuro-

electrics company. It has 10 tips with a diameter of 1 mm.

The total contact surface is 31 mm2. The Ze of this electrode

is just below 2 k� at 10 Hz [57]. In most articles, the proposed

electrode is usually compared to wet electrodes, Drytrode,

or g.SAHARASYS as a reference electrode.
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TABLE I

COMPARISON BETWEEN Z1 , Zse AND Ze OF VARIOUS TYPES OF ELECTRODES

We survey several dry electrodes in the following para-

graphs. They were chosen based on their impedance values

(Zs, Zse and Ze), fundamental material, coating material,

size, and shape. Their mechanical properties, for example

stretchability and flexibility, are also investigated. Further-

more, several electrodes that can be fabricated by 3D printers

are discussed because their mode of production makes them

widely accessible.

1) Non-Invasive Dry Electrodes: The reverse-curve-arch-

shaped dry electrode is one of the shapes proposed in [62].

It is made of sterling silver and a 3D printer was used in

its manufacture. There are five arches of 10 mm2, with a

thickness of 2.5 mm. The Zse of this electrode for hairy

sites and bare skin are just below 300 k� and approximately

100 k�, respectively.

In [63], a flexible polymer-based dry electrode was pro-

duced for high user comfort. Moreover, 44% carbon was used

to manufacture this active dry EEG electrode. The length,

thickness, and density of the pins to penetrate hair are critical.

Thus various structures were tested to find the best model.

The final circular active EEG electrode is 5 mm in length

and 13 mm in diameter. Despite all of these considerations,

the final electrode has an impedance that is 10 times higher

than that of conventional wet electrodes. The reported Z1

of the electrode is 1 M�.cm2 at 10 Hz, while its Ze is

approximately 10 �.cm2.

In [57], a 3D-printed dry electrode was proposed with

different length pins, to accommodate people with different

hair densities. They did not report the Zse in their paper, but

their Ze was comparable to that of wet electrodes. All of the

samples showed an impedance of less than 4 k� at 10 Hz.

Their experiments show that their electrodes could be used

for BCIs, which do not require a high SNR.

Another type of dry electrode is the bristle dry electrode,

proposed in [59]. They are comprised of a silver-coated poly-

mer that is flexible, low-cost, and low-impedance, resulting

in a passive electrode with 10 mm long bristles. Due to their

long bristles, they can easily penetrate dense hairy sites and

establish good contact with the skin. This helped them to

achieve a Zse of approximately 80 k�, while the dimension

was 12 mm × 12 mm.

A dry electrode based on a conductive stretchable Ag

nanowire/polydimethylsiloxane (NWs/PDMS) composite mat-

erial has also been produced by 3D printing [60]. This dry

electrode was utilized as an active electrode and achieves

very good results in experiments on steady-state visual evoked

potentials (SSVEP). The measured Zse was approximately

10 k� at 10 Hz for F3 and Fp3 sites according to the

international 10 - 20 system. In spite of its good performance

on these sites, it is not a good choice for patients with dense

hair, due to the absence of pins to penetrate hair, and this

article contains no information about the dimension of the

electrode.

Since moisture or water can reduce the impedance of the

epidermis, a self-wetting paper electrode was proposed in [64].

The water content in the corneum acts as an electrolyte,

as it contains ions, and helps to increase the effective contact

area between the electrode and the skin. They used a porous

fiber, which can absorb the moisture of the dermal layer. The

porous fiber behaves like a reservoir when there is a barrier

on top. This novel approach helped them to achieve a SNR

similar to that of wet electrodes. EEG measurements while

it was attached at the FP1 position showed the mean mea-

sured impedance to be 240 ± 51 k�, whereas the measured

impedance for the wet electrode was 110 ± 52 k�. The size

of the dry EEG electrode was not reported in the article.

This electrode is not suitable for hairy sites, like other dry

electrodes without bristles or pins. The Zse of this electrode,

after dropping a small amount of saline to wet the surface, was

approximately 60 k�, and there were only negligible changes

in this impedance during a 48-h experiment.

In [65], a dry polymer foam-based electrode for EEG

measurements was introduced. It was made of an electrically

conductive polymer foam covered with a conductive fabric.

The electrode has the same Zse impedance on the forehead and

superior impedance at hairy sites. Moreover, skin preparation

was not needed, whereas the reported wet electrode impedance

in this article required skin preparation. The reported Zse was

approximately 10 k� on the forehead and 20 k� at 1 Hz.

Furthermore, the proposed electrode is relatively inexpensive

and was able to adapt to an irregular scalp surface.

Finally, many studies have tested coated pin-shape dry

electrodes. However, a manufactured pin-shaped dry electrode

may not possess good electrical properties. Consequently,

the authors of these studies coated them with conductive

materials, such as silver, tin, stainless steel, or gold-plated

silver [66]. Although this technique may allow the production

of inexpensive dry electrodes, they may lose their properties

after long-term use. Thus, their performance must be checked

regularly over the long term. Several examples of non-invasive

dry electrodes are shown in Fig. 7.

2) Invasive Dry Electrodes: As previously discussed, the

main bottleneck of high-impedance dry electrodes is related

to the epidermis layers, especially the stratum corneum. Thus

some research has focused on penetrating this layer with

micro- or nano-needles, which results in a large reduction in

measured impedance. Thus, they show higher signal quality

than conventional dry electrodes, which absorb the signal from
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Fig. 7. Examples of non-invasive dry electrodes: A) 3D-printed electrode coated with silver paint [57], B) bristle dry electrode [59], C) Ag NWs/PDMS
flexible dry electrode [60], D) g.SAHARASYS [61], E) reverse-curve-arch-shaped dry electrode [62], and F) micro-needle arrays dry electrode [63].

the top of the stratum corneum. Consequently, these electrodes

perform much better, and are sometimes called non-invasive,

as the user does not experience any pain. Nevertheless, they are

somewhat invasive. Indeed, to avoid pain, the micro-needles

should not reach the dermis. Thus, it is best that their pene-

tration does not exceed 200 µm [67]. However, for reasons of

safety, the penetration length should ideally be decreased to

70 µm, as the thickness of the epidermis layer reported in the

medical literature is just 70 µm [35].

Micro-needle arrays (MNAs) show low impedance and good

contact with the skin. They can be categorized into two major

sub-categories. The first is stiff micro-needles, with a stiff

substrate, such as silicon [63], titanium/titanium nitride [68],

or brass [69]. They do not generally make a good contact with

the skin, and thus need high pressure to achieve acceptable

contact between the skin and the electrode. Thus, users will

likely not feel comfortable during the experiment. The second

sub-category consists of dry electrodes with flexible polymer

micro-needles and substrate, such as polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) [70] or SU-8 [71] to increase user comfort. However,

although patients experience more comfort during the mea-

surements, the skin-to-electrode impedance is higher, as their

nonrigid micro-needles cannot easily penetrate the stratum

corneum. Therefore, a dry electrode with stiff needles and a

flexible substrate constitutes a good option.

After penetration into the skin, the material that is used

on the outer layer of the electrode plays the most important

role in the final impedance. Various materials have been

investigated to identify the best quality of the recorded sig-

nal, including platinum, PEDOT/PSS [72], sintered Ag/AgCl,

disposable Ag/AgCl, silver, gold-plated silver, stainless steel,

tin [57], [66], and iridium oxide [34].

Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), which have con-

siderably higher conductivity, were used in [49]. Indeed,

MWCNT of 10-15 µm in length have been used to penetrate

the stratum corneum. Although the impedance of this electrode

is not reported in the article, it is expected to be quite low.

A vertical patterned carbon nanotube was proposed in [73].

MWCNTs were grown vertically on a 2-mm thick stain-

less steel foil substrate. The height of each pillar was

approximately 1-1.5 mm. The diameter of the circular sub-

strate was 10 mm. The impedance of each pillar was approx-

imately 7.5 k� at 40 Hz, while there were many pillars in

each electrode. The final Ze was less than 8 �. Its measured

impedance (Z1) on the skin was less than 100 k�, which is

comparable to that of wet electrodes.

Several articles have reported that CNTs may be toxic in

some cases. Furthermore, they cannot be grown beyond a cer-

tain height due to their mechanical properties. Consequently,

they cannot sufficiently penetrate dense hair to make a good

contact with the scalp. Given the high potential risk of CNTs,

but their good properties, there is an extensive literature in

this field that has focused on various parameters that affect

the toxicity of CNTs, including size, length, agglomeration,

and impurities [74]–[78].

In [34], a 100-200 µm tall micro-tip was used, which was

coated with IrO to improve its contact with skin. The width

of the micro-tip was 150-200 µm, which easily penetrates the

stratum corneum. The dimensions of the square electrode were

8 mm × 8 mm. The Ze of this electrode was approximately

100 �.cm2. Moreover, it achieved the same performance as

Ag/AgCl. However, below a frequency of 3 Hz, its electrode

performance was more capacitive than Ag/AgCl.

In 2009, an innovative dry electrode was proposed that

had micro-spike electrodes, consisting of a micro-pillar with

a micro-tip on top. The micro-pillar was used to penetrate

the hair, while the micro-tips were designed to penetrate the

stratum corneum [79]. The final version of this dry electrode

had a Zse of 7-25 k�. In [67], the performance of an electrode

with the same structure for hairy sites was tested and good

results were achieved. In addition, they recorded EEG signals

for open and closed eyes without any skin preparation or

conductive gel. In 2018 [69], an ERP (event-related potential)

was successfully recorded, which included P300, for unusual

tasks from hairy sites.

A motion interference-insensitive flexible dry electrode was

produced in [55]. It obtained a performance similar to that

of wet electrodes, achieving a normalized impedance on skin

half of that of wet electrodes. Its normalized Z1 was 61.2 ±
31.3 �.cm2 for a diameter of 1.2 cm.
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Fig. 8. Examples of invasive dry electrodes: A) micro-spike EEG elec-
trode [79], B) candle-like dry micro-needle electrode [67], C) patterned
vertical carbon nanotube electrode [73], D) newer version of candle-like
dry micro-needle [67], and E) ENOBIO EEG electrode [49].

Various types of impedance of invasive and non-invasive

dry electrodes are presented in Table I. The value of a wet

Ag/AgCl electrode is reported to improve the comparison.

Although the high impedance of dry electrodes is still a

challenge, it can be compensated by high input impedance

amplifiers. Therefore, we discuss high input impedance ampli-

fiers in the next section.

B. High Input Impedance Amplifiers
Suitable for Dry Electrodes

Most conventional amplifiers are not suitable for biomedical

signals, particularly EEG signals, due to flicker noise of the

amplifier at low frequencies. At such low frequencies, flicker

noise is dominant, according to equation (3) and equation (4).

This problem is more crucial when the designed circuit is

going to be embedded at top of an electrode and the area is

limited.

There are various types of low-noise amplifiers for bio-

medical applications. Most conventional EEG amplifiers use

chopping techniques to eliminate flicker noise. Although

this technique reduces flicker noise, it also decreases input

impedance due to the parasitic capacitance of the input

modulator, which is not desirable. Numerous techniques

have been proposed to overcome this challenge, such as

an auxiliary path [80], a positive feedback loop [81], boot-

strap resistor [82], [83], or negative capacitor [84]. The input

impedance of amplifiers using these techniques is compared

in Table II. All of the devices used integrated circuits, and

circuits with discrete elements can easily achieve superior

specifications in noise and input impedance for clinical pur-

poses at the cost of higher power and area consumption.

According to [39], the minimum acceptable input impe-

dance for EEG amplifiers with wet electrodes is 100 M�. Typ-

ically, most state-of-the-art chopper amplifiers with boosted

input impedance have an impedance of at least 100 M�, while

their Z1 is below 100 k�. Although this value is proposed for

wet electrodes, these specifications could also be used for dry

electrodes with the same skin impedance (Z1). For electrodes

with higher impedance, the amplifier should have higher input

impedance to minimize attenuation.

TABLE II

INPUT-REFERRED NOISE AND INPUT IMPEDANCE OF EEG AMPLIFIERS

Finally, the input impedance of a differential amplifier

with MOSFET transistors is much higher than these values,

while they do not utilize chopping techniques. However,

they have higher input-referred noise for the identical power

and area consumption. For example, in [82], although the

input-referred noise at lower frequencies is slightly higher,

the input impedance is considerably higher than that of other

devices, which is more than 50 T�.

V. NOISE REDUCTION APPROACHES

There are three main parts in each EEG system, each of

which possesses its own ability to reduce noise. First, elec-

trodes constitute the main contribution of noise and acquire the

brain signal with unwanted noise. Secondly, amplifiers amplify

the input signal and add additional unwanted noise to the EEG

signal. Finally, signal processing extracts information from the

EEG signal. Most existing techniques to reduce the noise in

EEG signals have concentrated on signal processing. The goal

of signal processing, of course, is to extract a clean signal.

In the next two sections, we discuss techniques that are used

at the level of the circuit or in electrodes to reduce noise.

A. Electrode Noise-Reduction Techniques

Most electrodes for hairy sites have various types of pins

to penetrate through hair to achieve better contact with the

skin, as well as a lower impedance. In addition, each electrode

possesses a non-homogeneous nature of contact and there are

variations in scalp surface due to sweat, hair density, and the

shape of the skull [88]. All of these properties mean that the

contact of each pin is different, with a different impedance,

which results in a variable noise contribution.

In [89], configurable dry contact electrodes were studied,

in which noisy pins were found and the corresponding signal

is eliminated. Although most electrodes take the signal from

all pins and send them from a single line, this study analyzed

each first and then sent the low-noise signals to the next stage.

Accordingly, they reduced noise from 3.6 µV to 2.1 µV. Thus,

they reduced 40% of electrode noise at the expense of area,

power consumption, and complexity.

Motion artifacts due to weak contacts between electrodes

and skin present a major challenge. However, several solutions

have been proposed to reduce this effect. The most conven-

tional solutions use certain devices, such as EEG head caps,

chin straps, or chest belts. It is therefore desirable that the

designed electrodes be compatible with at least one of these

motion-reduction devices.
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Despite the use of such devices, weak contacts between

electrodes and skin are still a problem. A low-impedance,

skin-grabbing dry electrode was proposed in [90], [91] to

solve this problem. In this technique, numerous micro-teeth

are used to penetrate the epidermis to achieve a strong con-

nection between electrode and skin. Through this approach,

the electrode has comparatively lower sensitivity to motion

artifacts.

As decreasing impedance leads to reducing input-referred

noise, all techniques which reduce impedance will help

to reduce noise in the electrode. The acceptable electrode

impedance for EEG recording should be kept to less than

5 k� [39]. If we assume that the electrode impedance is 5 k�,

then the Z1 will be dominated by skin impedance when

it is wet, and it is approximately 100 k�. Furthermore,

the thermal noise will be 40 nV, according to equation (5).

The total noise of such an electrode in the bandwidth of

0.5−100 Hz is 400 nV. According to the measurements, flicker

noise is dominant at lower frequencies, which leads to higher

noise in the desired bandwidth. Therefore, in this bandwidth,

the input-referred noise without calculation of the noise of the

amplifier will be greater than 400 nV.

B. Amplifier Noise-Reduction Techniques

Although we have focused more on electrodes than ampli-

fiers, the noise and input impedance of amplifiers play a

significant role in the design of dry electrodes, while their

input impedance can limit the performance of the electrode

and their high noise may lead to loss of brain signal. Therefore,

we discuss the required noise properties and those of state-of-

the-art amplifiers in the following paragraphs.

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) stan-

dared IEC80601 defines a series of technical standards for

the safety and effectiveness of medical electrical equipment.

According to the International Federation of Clinical Neuro-

physiology (IFCN), the total input-referred noise from 0.5 to

100 Hz should be less than 0.5 µVrms or 1.5 µVpp [39].

In addition, according to IEC80601-2-26, the input-referred

noise per channel of an amplifier should be less than 6 µVpp

or 2.1 µVrms in the bandwidth from 0.5 to 50 Hz [92].

The lowest noise can be achieved using the chopping

technique with the same power and area consumption. Accord-

ing to Table II, most research has achieved noise lower

than 2 µVrms from 0.5 to 100 Hz. For example, in [93],

the authors achieved 0.44 µVrms from 0.5 to 250 Hz, while

their input impedance was 1 G� at 60 Hz. Their total power

consumption was 5.4 µW. Although most state-of-the-art

amplifiers have slightly higher noise in the bandwidth of inter-

est, according to IFCN standards, it is achievable with higher

power consumption solely in the first stage amplifier if it limits

the performance of the amplifier. Therefore, the bottleneck in

designing an EEG amplifier suitable for dry electrodes is the

input impedance of the amplifier.

Finally, important parameters of the amplifier are not limited

to noise and input impedance. The common mode rejection

ratio, power supply rejection ratio, tolerable offset, area con-

sumption, and power consumption also affect the performance

of an EEG system.

VI. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Fundamentally, there is a trade-off between noise, user

comfort, movement artifacts and sensor complexity. Generally,

dry electrode signals show a slight amount signal degradation

in comparison with wet electrodes and due to the weak contact,

it’s more susceptible to artefacts [94].

According to measurements, the noise of dry electrodes

follows the equation 8 and they can be equal to wet elec-

trodes [29]. Due to huge progress in dry electrodes technology,

they comply with the needs of clinical EEG applications

and higher user comfort is achieved for dry electrodes in

comparison with wet electrodes [95]–[97]. This shows that

most problems can be solved with careful circuit design [23].

Finally, for prolonged use, the signal quality of wet elec-

trodes tend to degrade whereas the signal quality of dry

electrodes will not degrade, and it even gets better for a period.

As the skin under the electrode starts to sweat, the contact

between electrode and skin will be improved [98]. This is

good for long term recording whereas it’s a disadvantage of

dry electrodes in time constrained laboratory applications.

VII. GUIDELINE TO REDUCE NOISE AND IMPEDANCE OF

ELECTRODES AND COMPATIBLE AMPLIFIERS

We have introduced various dry-electrode structures.

Although pin-shaped and MNA dry electrodes are the most

common structures for hairy sites, several flexible and flat

electrodes have also been investigated due to their good

impedance at other sites. Flat dry electrodes are not a good

choice for use on hairy sites because of their weak contact

with skin and their inability to penetrate hairy sites. Since the

reference electrodes are generally used on the ear, flat dry

electrodes can be utilized as a good reference.

There are many dry electrodes that are manufactured with

3D printers, offering the optimal solution for home-made

electrodes in the near future. Thus, they could be a very inex-

pensive solution to manufacture the infrastructure. They can

be coated with other materials to increase their conductivity

or manufactured with 3D printers with conductive material at

the cost of an increase in the price of the product.

Therefore, pin-shaped dry electrodes are the best choice for

a non-invasive model. By contrast, MNA electrodes exhibit

comparatively lower impedance, but they require special con-

sideration, as they come into contact with skin and are intended

to penetrate the first layer. A flexible substrate is preferable

to maximize user comfort. In addition, the MNAs or pins

should be sufficiently rigid to penetrate the stratum corneum

and/or hair. By combining these structures, a low-impedance

dry electrode with high user comfort can be achieved, making

it suitable for long-term monitoring.

Until now, invasive dry electrodes have not been very

popular because their impedance is generally limited by skin

impedance. This highlights the pressing need for high input

impedance amplifiers. We propose three EEG amplifiers that

could be compatible with invasive, non-invasive, and insulated

dry electrodes that comply with two international standards in

Table III. Their features are based on electrode impedance on

the skin of (Z1), their sensitivity to power line noise, and their

meeting international standards.
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TABLE III

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINE TO DESIGN A COMPATIBLE AMPLIFIER FOR DRY ELECTRODES

Although the amplitude of input signals is less than 1 mVpp,

artifacts may saturate the output and limit the performance

of the amplifier. Therefore, a higher input range is proposed.

Input referred noise is based on the required specification of

the application. It can be a little higher or lower, depending on

the sensitivity of the final application to noise. Since insulated

electrodes are capacitively-coupled to amplifiers, there is no

concern about the offset. Acceptable attenuation according

to equation 1 defines the input impedance of the proposed

amplifier. Power consumption is proposed according to that

of state-of-the-art amplifiers.

A 0.05 Hz cut-off frequency leads to approximately a 20-s

recovery time when there is an overload or artifacts [29].

Dry contact and non-contact electrodes have a weaker contact

with skin than wet electrodes. Consequently, they are more

susceptible to artifacts. As a result, a 0.5 Hz cut-off frequency

is proposed. This frequency can be tuned according to the

purpose of the application. If the signal below this frequency

is important, this frequency should be reduced and then an

additional circuit will be required to improve the recovery

time.

The CMRR of an amplifier is equal to equation 9 where

Add and Adc are differential and common-mode gain of the

amplifier [99]. The High impedance node behaves like an

antenna and it absorbs environmental noise [21]. Although this

problem can be mitigated by utilizing a low-output-impedance

active electrode, if there is a mismatch between electrodes,

this common-mode interference and motion artifact will be

converted to a differential signal. Eventually, the amplitude

of this signal may be much larger than that of the EEG

signal. This problem is more critical when EEG recording and

brain stimulation are performed simultaneously. In this case,

the common-mode input signal may be up to 650 mVpp [100].

In [101] The readers can find more information about CMRR

and different sources for common mode signals reported in

biomedical signals. As a rule of thumb, an amplifier with a

high enough CMRR is essential to prevent output saturation.

We propose a CMRR of 80 dB or more for BCI applications.

For an amplifier with 40 dB differential gain, it means that it

attenuates 600 mV common-mode signal to 6 mV which is

acceptable value for most EEG applications.

C M RR =
Add

Adc

= Add(d B) − Adc(d B) (9)

According to equation 8, the input-referred noise of insu-

lated electrodes due to a very large g1 is not dependent on C1.

Therefore, increasing C1 simply decreases the impedance of

the electrode (Z1) and thus power-line noise will be reduced.

In addition, a 100-G� input impedance amplifier using the

chopping technique has not yet been reported. The proposed

chopper amplifier in [100] has an input impedance of 1.6 G�

at 20 Hz, which is among the highest reported with this

structure, which is still much smaller than insulated electrodes.

Therefore, an insulated dry electrode with smaller Z1 is

another way to fulfill the requirements. Thus, it would be

compatible with chopping amplifiers, which leads to lower

noise and substantially greater user comfort.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The performance of dry electrodes is not limited solely

by their impedance and noise. Indeed, offset, drift, phase,

cost of production, bio-compatibility, and user comfort must

also receive serious consideration. In addition, one of the

disadvantages of dry electrodes is their sensitivity to motion

artifacts, especially if they have weak contact with skin.

Although techniques which penetrate the stratum corneum

may help to reduce this effect, it remains a major challenge

in the progress of dry electrodes. EEG head caps have helped

to decrease this effect, but they are not compatible with all

dry electrodes and further development is necessary to ensure

good contact at all sites. For example, electrodes do not make

good contact with the scalp at the location of the visual cortex,

even with a head cap. In spite of this potential shortcoming,

compatibility of the designed electrode with head caps can

still be a good feature to reduce motion artifacts.
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IX. CONCLUSION

We have compared cutting-edge dry electrodes from the per-

spective of their impedance and noise. We also examined the

compatibility of dry electrodes and amplifiers as an EEG sys-

tem. Most integrated amplifiers have input impedance above

100 M� and lower than 2 µVrms noise from 0.5 to 100 Hz.

The most conventional electrodes are wet electrodes, which

have an impedance below 100 k� on skin. Wet electrodes are

however not a good choice for prolonged signal acquisition

on wearable devices, for which dry electrodes are the optimal

solution. However, their high impedance limits their perfor-

mance in many cases. Various structures and materials have

been proposed to decrease impedance (Z1), which is currently

limited to the upper-most layer of skin, the stratum corneum.

This impedance is approximately 1 M�. However, we have

presented several dry electrodes that have a similar impedance

on skin as wet electrodes. We have also discussed various

noise sources and ways to reduce input-referred noise and

the noise contribution of electrodes and amplifiers. Motion

artifacts due to the weak contact between electrode and skin

remains one of the greatest challenges. Finally, we propose

a guideline for the development of EEG systems. Although

chopper amplifiers are widely used to minimize the noise of

EEG amplifiers, they also decrease the input impedance, which

is not desirable. We assessed the bottleneck in the design of an

EEG system for dry contact electrodes by comparing state-of-

the-art dry electrodes and amplifiers. Due to great progress

in the design of dry contact electrodes, chopper amplifiers

may become compatible with them through the use of input

impedance boosting techniques. However, insulated electrodes

are still not compatible with chopper amplifiers due to their

high input impedance at very low frequencies.
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